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The Law and Policy Program Advisory Committee (PAC) meeting was held at the 
Sheraton Grand Hotel in Sacramento, California, on July 26, 2003. PAC Chair Mr. 
Francis “Paco” Aumand (VT) called the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m. 
 
Committee members and alternates present were Mr. Curtis Bass (MS), Dr. Hugh Collins 
(At Large), Mr. Gary K. Cooper (Alternate – CA), Mr. Brian Glancy (Alternate – RI), 
Mr. Terry Gibbons (Alternate – GA), Ms. Jean Itzin (Alternate – FL), Mr. John E. Monce 
Jr. (OH), Ms. Georgene Ramming (AZ), Mr. Wilbur Rehmann (MT), Ms. Diane Sherman 
(MI), Mr. David Steingraber (WI), Mr. Robert Taylor (ID), Mr. Richard Thomas (AR), 
and Lt. Thomas Turner (VA). 
 
SEARCH staff present were Ms. Sheila Barton, Deputy Executive Director for Program 
Support; Mr. Robert Belair, General Counsel; Mr. Owen Greenspan, Criminal Justice 
Information Services Specialist; Mr. Eric Johnson, Acting Director, Law and Policy 
Division; Ms. Terri Nyberg, Special Assistant to the Executive Director; and Mr. Paul 
Woodard, Senior Counsel. 
 
Guests in attendance were Mr. Joseph Bonino, JPB Consulting Group; Mr. Bob Halloran, 
National Background Data; Ms. Carol Kaplan, Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), U.S. 
Department of Justice; Mr. George Trubow, SEARCH Member Emeritus; and Mr. Gerry 
Wethington, SEARCH Chair (MO).  
 
Review and Approval of February 2003 Meeting Summary 
 
Chair Aumand submitted the “Summary of the Law and Policy Program Advisory 
Committee Meeting” held in Denver, Colorado, on February 1, 2003, for the PAC’s 
review and approval. 
 

The “Summary” was approved as written. 
 
BJS Address 
 
Ms. Kaplan, Chief of Criminal History Improvement Programs, BJS, updated the PAC on 
BJS activities. Ms. Kaplan stated that 2003 National Criminal History Improvement 
Program (NCHIP) grant funds were being awarded on schedule. She advised that, in the 
future, NCHIP applications from the states should more specifically identify and target 
areas of need. 
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Ms. Kaplan also discussed the Criminal History Records Quality Index (RQI) developed 
for BJS by Structured Decisions Corporation (SDC). BJS asked SDC to develop the RQI 
to gauge the quality performance of criminal history records systems to pinpoint 
deficiencies and to identify record improvement activities. Ms. Kaplan said the RQI tool 
was developed to highlight areas where a state might direct NCHIP funds, and that it was 
not intended to portray states in a negative light. 
 
Review of Law and Policy Program Activities 
 
Mr. Johnson referred PAC members to the “Summary of SEARCH Activities” provided 
in the Membership Group materials. 
 
Mr. Belair reported on the activities of the National Task Force on the Role of the Private 
Sector in the Use and Management of Justice Information. Mr. Belair credited the task 
force, which has met three times, most recently in April 2003, for being able to reach 
remarkable levels of consensus despite the sometimes-conflicting views of its members. 
He said the task force report, now at 214 pages and 500 footnotes, was nearing 
completion. Mr. Belair said the report should serve as the predominant reference work on 
this issue for some time. 
 
Mr. Greenspan reported on the Workshop on the Court-Criminal History Repository 
Partnership Amid Heightened Homeland Security Concerns, which SEARCH held in San 
Francisco, California, in May 2003. Mr. Greenspan said 48 states and Puerto Rico were 
represented among the event’s 150 participants. He said the workshop examined the 
evolving relationship between courts and criminal history repositories in light of the 
development of new information delivery technologies. 
 
Discussion: Impact of State Budget Crises on the Operation of Criminal History 
Record Repositories 
 
Mr. Greenspan moderated a discussion on the devastating financial problems in many 
states and their impact on criminal history repository operations. Layoffs, early-
retirement options, hiring freezes, and fee hikes are some of the actions states have taken 
in response to budget problems, PAC members said, adding that automation has lessened 
some of the impact of staff reductions. Others said that fees from civil applicant checks 
are being used to replace financing lost to the budget cuts, although fears were expressed 
that the potential contracting of these checks to privately run clearinghouses could 
deprive repositories of this critical funding source. 
 

The PAC directed SEARCH staff to prepare a best practices guide 
covering various strategies states have adopted to survive tough economic 
times and to present it to members at the next PAC meeting. 
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National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact: Update on Recent Activities and 
Review of Successful Lobbying Strategies 
 
Mr. Johnson moderated a discussion of recent activities surrounding the National Crime 
Prevention and Privacy Compact. Three states have ratified the Privacy Compact in 2003, 
bringing the total number of Compact states to 19. He said Compact legislation was still 
active in the Ohio and Pennsylvania state legislatures for their 2003 sessions. Mr. 
Rehmann (MT), Ms. Ramming (AZ), Mr. Thomas (AR), and Mr. Gibbons (GA) 
discussed their states’ experiences in ratifying the Compact. The general consensus was 
that states interested in ratifying the Compact should closely monitor the political 
landscape and select legislators with high credibility to carry the ratification legislation. 
Some states include the entire Compact text in their legislation; others use legislation that 
merely references the Compact. Those in the latter category felt their efforts would have 
stalled had they included the entire Compact text in their legislation. 
 
Fingerprint Cards and Civil Applicant Background Checks 
 
Under new business, Chair Aumand raised concerns about certain job-related criminal 
history checks in which applicants are given blank fingerprint cards, are instructed to take 
the cards to local police departments or private centers for fingerprinting, and then are 
required to return the cards to the hiring entities, which then mail them to criminal history 
repositories. This process allows unqualified individuals to circumvent criminal history 
checks by substituting someone else’s prints for his or her own or by using a stand-in 
when the prints are taken. The integrity of criminal history checks is threatened. PAC 
members discussed the prevalence of state statutes that permit this process, and reported 
on instances during which concerns were raised about the potential for abuse.  
 

The PAC directed SEARCH staff to investigate the extent to which this 
practice occurs and to report back to the PAC at its next meeting. Staff 
was also instructed to provide a list of best practices and solutions to 
prevent abuse of this process for the PAC’s consideration. 

 
SEARCH Reaction to Breaking Events 
 
Also under new business, Chair Aumand asked PAC members to consider whether the 
Membership Group was adequately prepared to respond to and to provide staff direction 
when controversial issues arise, such as the pending criminal history checks of 
commercial drivers for hazardous materials endorsements. In the ensuing discussions, 
PAC members agreed that, in light of the growing number of criminal history checks for 
homeland security and other concerns, instances requiring a quick and effective 
SEARCH response are sure to grow. Members added that these situations provide 
enormous opportunities for SEARCH to assert itself and provide assistance if it can 
respond in a productive and timely manner. The PAC members felt that, at this time, the 
current organizational structure of SEARCH was adequate to respond to these emerging 
issues. 
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Law and Policy Program Advisory Committee Section of SEARCH Strategic Plan 
 
A final new business item concerning a review of the Law and Policy PAC section of the 
SEARCH Strategic Plan was tabled until the next meeting, although Chair Aumand 
asked PAC members to review the section and to return with any comments and 
suggestions for change. 
 
Adjournment 
 
Chair Aumand adjourned the meeting at 3:30 p.m. 
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